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Cadence Timing Products include XST, YST, and Cycle Envelope for Simulation and Validation,
System-on-a-Chip (SOC) Design-For-Test (DFT) EDA Tools for FPGA, CAD/CAM, and Other Engines.
Cadence Timing Products are designed to leverage industry-leading XST, YST, and Cycle Envelope
engines from Cadence for rapid and accurate simulation and validation of design flows. Cadence
Timing Products also include XST and YST for embedded RTL and netlist generation, and other
engineering features such as debugging, communication with other engines, and support for

SystemC. Cadence Xcelium offers the most complete and cost-effective hardware/software/system
simulation solution, with the broadest feature set of any compiler-based tool. It complements

Cadence Lint and Cadence MXE to form a complete set of debugging, verification, and analysis tools.
Cadence Xcelium has been validated with 5+ years of industry-leading hardware, automotive, and

advanced technology development and data center silicon device simulation. Cadence Xcelium
delivers hardware simulation at speeds that exceed Monte Carlo simulation engines by several

orders of magnitude, while using significantly less memory. Cadence Xcelium uses a combination of
abstract domain decomposition (AD), eAD, and high performance verification technologies to

maximize simulation throughput and accuracy. Cadence Xcelium provides the capability to simulate
both chips and systems-on-a-chip (SOCs). cadence incisive enterprise simulator crackSingle
threaded. Single pass. Incisive. High speed: more than 2x faster than the rest. No user code

optimization required.Multiple passes: multi-core; -f and -i are both available. Just press Ctrl+F to
search.Full gold cross-reference and database. Comprehensive unit and partition cross-reference.

Automated errors detection and database generation. Extremely fast signal tracking. Multiple option
to view, link to signal or signal source. Simple backtracking and path checking. Quick and convenient

signal and error lists. Grouping. Multi-threading. Cyclic pattern detection.Multi-processor multi-
threading: CPU, MMU and IO. Dedicated TCP/IP protocol stack. User defined and generate TCP/IP

stack. User defined port number mapping. User defined TCP/IP header. Compare source code of both
text/binary format.Optimized binary sequence matching. User defined value to print value. User

defined debug message. User defined parsing. XML formatted data file. User defined data
placement. User defined data link. User defined data format. User defined partitioning. User defined
circuits. User defined timing. User defined network. User defined netlist. User defined netlabel. User

defined trace and gcd. Different output formats, including file, HTML, XML, text, and others. User
defined plotting. User defined report, such as DIV. User defined operation analyzer. User defined

message box. User defined execution graph. User defined data synchronizer.
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cadence virtuoso is a virtual platform that provides a comprehensive, integrated set of tools to
support the entire design process. the tool set is fully customizable to meet the needs of each

organization. the tool set includes a simulator for all major process domains, a waveform viewer, an
xml database and advanced mapping capabilities. cadence virtuoso is best suited for use with the
cadence virtuoso generator and the cadence virtuoso simulator. cadence real system verification

engine (r-sv), a mixed-signal software development environment for soc and system-on-chip designs,
provides a comprehensive verification platform for the design, development, and verification of

analog, digital, mixed-signal, and custom asic designs. cadence xcelium is a mixed-signal software
design suite for the verification of analog, digital, mixed-signal, fpga, and asic designs. with xcelium,
designers can integrate behavioral simulation, static timing analysis, and functional simulation using

an easy-to-use graphical interface. cadence rtl compiler is a high-level rtl compiler that converts a
high-level rtl description into a netlist representation of the desired netlist. with rtl compiler, users
have the flexibility to verify their rtl design by simulating it with a variety of technologies, such as

cycle accurate and non-cycle accurate (nca) simulation, optical simulation, or the ability to mix and
match simulators. rtl compiler is available in single-cycle accurate (sca) and non-sca modes. cadence

advanced sca-compiler (csc) is a cycle accurate rtl compiler based on the cadence xcelium rtl
compiler and rtl compiler. it is targeted to support the development of rtl models in the unified

c/c++, verilog-a, systemverilog and vhdl languages. 5ec8ef588b
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